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Abstract: The application specific paper describes a high precision, wide speed rotation sensing
approach based on the Universal Frequency-to-Digital Converter (UFDC-1). Such design approach lets
significantly simplify the design process, reduce time-to-market and production price and produce
tachometers and tachometric systems with high metrological performances and digital self-adaptive
smart rotation speed sensors.
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1. Introduction
There are many known rotation speed sensing principles and many commercially available sensors [1].
The overwhelming majority of such sensors are based on the Hall-effect and magnetoresistors sensing
principles or inductive sensing principle. According to the nature, rotation speed sensors are from the
frequency-time domain. Output signal is a square-wave output of an oscillator the frequency of which is
linearly dependent on the rotating speed and carries the information about it (Figure 1). Its frequency is
proportional to the measured parameter. The inductive rotation speed sensor is shown in Figure 2.
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a)

b)

Fig.1. Waveform of rotation speed sensor’s output: (a) - ASRS (Autoelectronic, Russia);
(b) – BALLUFF, Germany

1 - gear tooth
2 - constant magnet
3 - inductance coil
4 - integrated circuit
5 - package
λ - air gap
ω - rotation speed (rpm)
Fig. 2. Inductive rotation speed sensor.

The measuring frequency of the rotation speed is given by
nx = fx ⋅

60
,
Z

(1)

where Z is the number of teeth; fx is the frequency of rectangular pulses.
As usually, the rotation speed range is wide enough: from zero speed up to some hundred rpm. The
rotation speed measuring accuracy is determinated by the frequency measurement accuracy. The
classical methods for frequency measurement (standard (direct) counting technique and indirect
method of measurement) can not be used in such wide frequency range because of very high
quantization error at the end and beginning of the frequency range [2]. There are many advanced
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methods for frequency and rotation speed measurement [3], but a customer must buy a license for the
use it in his designs. It is true also for the combined conversion method [4]. In order to eliminate such
kind of design problems it is expediently to use the Universal Frequency-to-Digital Converter
(UFDC-1) based on advanced methods for frequency and rotation speed [5].

2. Rotation Speed Sensors Interfacing
The UFDC-1 is ideally suited for rotation speed measurements. It can measure a rotation speed and
present the results in rpm units. The number of gear teeth Z (1…255) must be set up in advance in the
Master Mode (interface RS-232, unidirectional mode), by default Z=1. Any rotation speed sensor with
frequency output can be connected directly to the UFDC-1. The first measuring channel should be
used for this purpose. The appropriate relative error of measurement should be chosen form the range
[0.001 ÷1] %. The appropriate set of commands is shown in Figure 2.
Through RS-232, SPI or I2C buses the UFDC-1 can be connected to the LCD or LED indicators. It lets
build precise wide speed range tachometers and tachometric systems with minimum possible
hardware. The UFDC-1 also can be connected to any master microcontroller or PC.
>MA; Rotation speed measurement initialization
>Z0C; Set up Z=12(10)=C(16)
>A9; Choose the conversion error 0.001 %
>S; Start a measurement
>R; Read a result of measurement in rpm
Fig. 2. Appropriate UFDC-1 commands (RS-232) for precision wide range rotation speed measurements
with 0.001 % relative error.

In a system, the UFDC-1 can also measure rotation acceleration. An external microcontroller or PC
calculates acceleration of rotation based on two measurements n1 and n2 of rotation speed and time
interval for the second measurement t2:
εx =

n1 − n2
, rpm2
t2

(2)

The sign "-" indicates deceleration of rotation, and "+" indicates acceleration of rotation.

3. Sensors Examples
A good example of rotation speed sensor is the inductive position, speed and direction active microsensor MS1200 from CSEM (Switzerland) [6]. The device has the output that can switch up to 1 mA and
is compatible with CMOS digital circuits, in particular with the UFDC-1. The frequency range is
0 ÷ 40 kHz, the air-gap is 0 ÷ 3 mm. The core is a sensor chip with one generator coil and two sets of
detection coils (Figure 3).
The detection coils are connected in a differential arrangement, to reject the common mode signal. The
sensor also includes an electronic interface, which is composed of a high frequency excitation for the
generator coil and two read-out channels for the two sets of detection coils (channels A and B). The readout electronics extract the amplitude variation of the high frequency signal due to the presence of a
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metallic target. The output stage is a first order low-pass filter and a comparator. For a nominal target
period of 2 mm, the outputs are two channels in quadrature (A quad B) as well as a direction signal and a
speed signal (4X interpolation). It is composed of two silicon chips, one for the integrated micro-coil and
the other for the integrated interface circuit. The sensor produces a two-channel quasi-digital output, as
well as a direction signal.
Sensor chip

Supply (VDD)
Ground(VSS )

Generator micro - coil
Driver

Osc.

A

Demod.
Direection
4x

Logic
Demod.
Detection micro - coils

B

Metalic target

Fig.3. MS 1200 Functional Block Diagram.

Another example is the quasi-digital inductive position, speed and direction sensor PO1210. This
inductive micro-sensor is an integrated version of the LVDT and resolver type of sensors. The
frequency range is 0 ÷ 40 kHz, the air-gap is 0 ÷ 0.9 mm [7]. It is a versatile position sensor for
multiple applications. It is particularly well suited for gear tooth sensing in harsh environments. The
sensor can operate in combination with a wide range of linear or angular target gears. However,
sensing characteristics (duty cycle, phase) and maximum working distance will depend on the target
form.
In both case these sensors can be easily connected to the UFDC-1 to produce real digital output
according to the RS-232 interface, SPI or I2C serial buses. Due to minimum possible circuitry
necessary for sensor output processing, the UFDC-1 can be embedded into microsystems (MEMS) or
system-on-chip (SoC) (Figure 4).

Fig.4. SoC for rotation speed measurement.
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4. Smart Rotation Speed Sensors Based on the UFDC-1
One more interesting design approach application based on the UFDC-1 is self-adaptive smart rotation
speed sensors. In such sensors, some parameters can be changed according to measurement conditions
and algorithms. Therefore, due to programmable accuracy and non-redundant conversion time of the
UFDC-1, rotation speed sensors on its basis can change accuracy for speed and opposite. This smart
possibility is very useful for Antilock Braking System (ABS). It lets choose the minimum possible
conversion time at critical rotation speed of wheels and maximum possible accuracy for the best
engine optimization at nominal rotation speed of wheels.

5. Software
There are many ways to display the rotation speed measurement results. Any terminal software for
Windows can be used with the UFDC-1 using the serial port of a PC [5]. One of the possible choices is
Terminal V1.9b (http://bray.velenje.cx/avr/terminal) free software (Figure 5). Other possibilities are
Component Works 2.0 (ActiveX control) or LabView. Both software products are from National
Instruments.

Fig. 5. Terminal V1.9b Window.

The virtual tachometer is shown in Figure 6. Its software was written in Visual Basic 6.0 with
Component Works 2.0 (ActiveX control).
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Fig. 6. Virtual Tachometer.

5. Conclusions
The described approach for a high precision, wide speed rotation sensing is based on the Universal
Frequency-to-Digital Converter UFDC-1. It lets significantly simplify the design process, reduce timeto-market and production price and produce tachometers and tachometric systems with high
metrological performances and digital self-adaptive smart rotation speed sensors.
In comparison with the direct microcontroller interfacing the proposed approach also lets to eliminate
many design problems connected with the use of advanced methods for rotation speed measurement
and SoC creation.
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